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Round 6 – June 8th 

Junior Heat 1 
The first heat of the day was extremely tightly packed going through the first few corners. No major 

incidents occurred but Ellis Haddow managed to hold onto 1
st

 place from his original grid position. 

After 2 laps the top 3 drivers, Ellis, Tyler and Diego were separated by just 0.1s and Tyler managed to 

squeeze his way past Ellis at turn 11 and held onto 1
st

 going through turn 1. Ellis spun of his own 

accord at turn 4 resulting in him dropping down to 10
th

 position with Ollie Ursel profiting from the 

incident moving up into 3
rd

 place. Diego Lopez took the chequered flag ahead of Ollie Ursel and Alex 

Churchill finished 3
rd

. 

Junior Heat 2 
A much smoother start to the second heat saw no drivers take any serious contact. Diego Lopez 

moved up into 5
th

 at the expense of Stephen Netting but they continued to exchange positions until 

Diego finally managed to pull away with a 0.5s lead over him. Thomas Knapton started to pull away 

at the front developing a 2.2s after completing 5 laps, ahead of Ellis Haddow and Ollie Ursel. Stephen 

Netting, after closing the gap again on Diego, pushed too hard and committed an advantage by 

contact at turn 9 resulting in a black flag sending him down to 10
th

. Thomas capped off a consistent 

race taking the chequered flag with Diego in 2
nd

 and Ellis Haddow comfortably 3
rd

.  

Junior Heat 3 

The final heat for the Junior drivers started very cleanly with the top 3 being George Bridson, 

Matthew Diemer,  Diego Lopez after Diego darted up the inside of Alex Churchill to steal 3
rd

 place. 

Due to the use of aggressive contact Tyler Parslow received a bumping warning and due to the 

incident dropped to 9
th

 position. Diego Lopez cleverly manoeuvred his way side by side with 

Matthew through turns 10 and 11 giving him the inside line at 1; which the allowed him to edge 

ahead a d defe d well th ough tu   to ake it sti k. O e passi g hi  he did ’t look a k, 

opening up a 4 second lead over Matthew and Alex in 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 respectively.  

Junior Final 
As the junior final began, almost all drivers were guilty of making contact with karts around them 

trying to defend their position. Matthew Diemer worked his way up to 2
nd

 place on the 1
st

 lap and 

then went after Diego Lopez as they started their 3
rd

 lap. A racing incident that occurred when 

Matthew and Thomas Knapton were attempting a move on Diego resulted in Diego running wide 

onto the kerb at turn 1 and losing position into 4
th

. The top 4 drivers only had 0.7s between them as 

they started their 5
th

 lap with Matthew still leading the way. Thomas, who had a better exit out of 

turn 5 managed to shoot past Matthew on the 8
th

 lap and quickly open up a 0.5s lead having lead the 

race for just half a lap. Ollie Ursel did a age to s eak ahead of Matthew at tu   ut ould ’t 
hold onto it as he lost it going into turn 1 as they regularly exchanged positions. Thomas did enough 

to hold onto the top spot with Matthew in 2
nd

 and Ollie very close 3
rd

 just 0.15s off 2
nd

.  
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Senior Light Heat 1 
Another very contact heavy start saw Tom Harbottle spin at turn 2 meaning he fell to the back of the 

field. Vaughan Roberts led the way ahead of Jamie Garrad and Jamil Said. Jamil managed to squeeze 

past Vaughan but Vaughan kept up the pressure only 0.5s behind him with James Ives a close 3
rd

 

after Jamie Garrad spun out at turn 7. Charlie Fenton took 2
nd

 place up the inside of turn 6 and then 

continued his surge forward taking 1
st

 place off Jamil. Christopher Gristwood showed an impressive 

display of driving having moved up from 12
th

 to 2
nd

 with 1 lap remaining. Charlie received a black flag 

for dangerous driving as contact with another driver left them in the tyre wall resulting in him losing 

1
st

 place to Christopher as they crossed the finish line. James Ives and Jamil Said were 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

respectively. 

Senior Light Heat 2 
The second heat was relatively clean with Scott Taylor opening up a 1 second lead early on ahead of 

Oscar Riley and Emilio Lopez. Aaron Kidd managed to work his way up into 4
th

 but then lost out to 

George Wilson who edged closer to the top 3 drivers. Despite closing the gap the top 3 remained the 

same as they crossed the finish line. Scott Taylor finished 1
st

 with Oscar and Emilio behind him.  

Senior Light Heat 3 
As the karts made their way round turn 5 on the first lap Daniel Russell attempted to go around the 

pack to overtake but due to a slight amount of rainfall struggled to hold control of the kart meaning 

he lost 2 places. Matt Cooley gained 3
rd

 position over Oscar Riley up the inside of turn 4 on the next 

lap and moved within 1 second of second place Charlie Fenton, who was just half a second off the 

race leader George Wilson. Emilio Lopez got the better of Vaughan Roberts at turn 1 as the drivers 

started their 4
th

 lap but Vaughan quickly regained the position on the same lap, only to have Emilio 

once more steal 6
th

 position off him. The front 2 started to pull away from the rest of the field with 

only 0.1s separating them as they began their last lap. As they crossed the finish line bumper to 

bumper George managed to hold on ahead of Charlie, with Matt Cooley edging 3
rd

 place from Oscar 

Riley by 0.2s. 

Senior Light Final 
All of the Senior light finalists were guilty of some heavy contact on the first lap so all receiving a 

bumping warning. George Wilson led the pack ahead of James Ives and Matt Cooley. Vaughan 

managed to dive down the inside of Matt Cooley to take 2
nd

 place leaving him just 0.7s behind the 

leader James Ives. As the drivers started their penultimate lap,  a retaliation from Scott Taylor of an 

earlier advantage by contact from Charlie meant he received a black flag as it caused an incident 

resulting in a red flag. Once the race had resumed James still led the way ahead of Vaughan by less 

than half a second and managed to hold on long enough to take 1
st

 place on the podium ahead of 

Vaughan who had an excellent race starting in 7
th

 place on the grid. George Wilson took the final 

podium position in 3
rd

.  
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Senior Heavy Heat 1 
All of the karts for the first Senior Heavy heat cleanly made their way round the first lap with no 

incident.  Adrian Wisniewski from the back of the grid worked his way up to 5
th

 over the course of 2 

laps with some impressive aggressive driving. Stuart Shearman ran wide onto the kerb at turn 10 and 

lost 3
rd

 place to Chris Munro who then moved into 2nd place after overtaking Stuart Bennett on the 

outside of turn 9. The top 3 were closely contested, constantly changing positions but Stuart 

Shearman started to pull away after opening up a 1.4s lead over Chris from a good exit of turn 4. 3 

seconds behind the 3 leaders were Wayne Robson and Timothy Twaite. An intense battle for 2
nd

 

place as the drivers received the chequered flag saw Chris finish 0.3s ahead of Stuart Bennett, with 

Stuart Shearman finishing 5 seconds ahead. 

Senior Heavy Heat 2 
At the start of the race Luigi Cappuccio hit the kerb hard resulting in him dropping down the field 

from his grid position while Adrian Wisniewski took 1
st
 place off Luke Plummer at turn 7. Despite 

losing 1
st

 place Luke remained right in contention to steal it back being just 0.2s behind the new 

leader Adrian as the drivers completed their 3
rd

 lap. Also closely contended were Andy Barr and 

Wayne Robson for 3
rd

 place having only half a second between them. As the drivers began their 

penultimate lap, only 0.09s separated the leading pair. Adrian was able to fend Luke off long enough 

to take the chequered flag and Andy Barr won the heated battle for 3
rd

. 

Senior Heavy Heat 3 
As the final heat of the day started the first incident involved Wayne Robson spinning out on his own 

accord at turn 4 meaning he dropped to the back of the field. Chris Munro got off to a flying start 

after having completed just 1 lap and moving up to 2
nd

 place right behind Stuart Shearman in 1
st

. 

Adrian Wisniewski moved up into 3
rd

 ahead of Andy Barr with some slight contact but nothing 

unlawful but he remained bumper to bumper still in contention for 3
rd

 place just 0.3s behind. Chris 

a aged to s ueeze ahead of Stua t at tu   o  lap 4 ut ould ’t hold it t yi g his ha dest to 
defend at turn 2 meaning Stuart moved back into 1

st
. As they approached the start/finish line having 

completed 5 laps the leading pair were separated by just 0.07s but Chris managed to find a gap to 

overtake him and get a better exit to open up a 0.4s lead as they began their final lap. Chris Munro 

did excellently to win the heat starting from 6
th

 position on the grid and Stuart Shearman finished a 

close 2
nd

.  Adrian Wisniewski did well to defend 3
rd

 position just 0.3s ahead of Andy Barr. 

Senior Heavy Final 

The final heat of the day saw Chris Munro push leader Stuart Shearman onto the kerb at 2 due to 

heavy contact from the whole field and as a result ran wide, he failed to recover completely from 

this and dropped back 2 places into 3
rd

 at turn 4 meaning Chris and Adrian Wisniewski moved up into 

1
st

 and 2
nd

. After 4 laps the field started to open up with Chris developing a 2 second lead over 

Adrian who also had built a safe lead of 5 seconds over 3
rd

. Wayne Robson darted up the inside of 

Stuart Shearman at turn 6 moving up into 3
rd

 place but was still a considerable distance away from 
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1
st

 and 2
nd

 place. Wayne was steadily closing the gap on Adrian in 2
nd

 place and right after Chris took 

the final chequered flag of the day, Wayne crossed the finish line side by side with Adrian just 

snatching second place by 0.07s.   

 


